Low Energy, Low-Tech Building Design for the Extreme Cold of Antarctica
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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this research was to propose and build a sustainable, low-impact, optimized,
modular lodge, to facilitate scientific studies in the Antarctic. Within this unique climate, this paper presents
new environmental and sustainable approach for the extreme cold. The Polar Lodge was designed and built
with a primary concern of proposing a zero carbon emission module. Other major concerns included that the
proposal should be: modular; easy to transport and fast to assemble by a small team of non-experts (size and
weight of parts was critical); resistant to wind; have minimum impact on the ecosystem; dry; warm; safe;
physically and psychologically comfortable. The solution presented was inspired and adapted by the traditional
Yurt. Scientific data was collected and analysed regarding the lodge ́s performance in the extreme
environmental conditions with the use of data loggers. The environmental comfort and thermal performance
of the Antarctic yurt was tested for two consecutive days by the team of researchers in an isolated area on
Collins Bay. Data was collected and the experience registered, substantiating environmental comfort on
physiological, psychological grounds. Finally, this paper also intends to contribute to the scientific efforts of
low energy building, within the concerns of climate change and sustainability.
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Introduction
A vast body of knowledge has been produced on the problem of global warming over the
last few decades. There are numerous publications on low-energy, sustainable, building
design strategies for both European, U.S., and “developing world‟ contexts, resulting in an
increasing awareness of the building sector that a change in paradigm is necessary. One can
already find recent best-practice built examples of sustainable buildings, mostly in Northern
Europe and the U.S. However, research into building designs for extreme cold climates such
as the Antarctic is still at its infancy. Information is still necessary on a number of variables
and, most of all, built examples of sustainable design, using low-energy strategies and ecofriendly materials, is required. This paper is based on the research and construction of such
an example – a sustainable and self-sufficient building to lodge scientists during their field
investigations in Antarctica. This research project, named Polar Lodge, is part of PROPOLAR,
the Portuguese Polar program. It must be observed that there are huge ethical issues about
any development in pristine areas such as Antarctica, often concerning waste disposal of the

actual buildings themselves, and the local use of energy for heating. This constituted a
motivating challenge, with positive impact in aspects of the long-term replicability of the
solutions for other contexts, such as in cold climate regions in Europe.
This project is called Polar Lodge, and is a joint collaboration of the University of
Lisbon (IST), the University of Cambridge, UniCEUB of Brasilia, and more recently the
University of Barhain. The project began in 2014, when a first two-week mission was carried
out in the Antarctic Peninsula in order to assess both existing building typologies and
occupants’ expectations. A diverse variety of Antarctic Polar Stations were visited. Scientific
data was collected and analysed regarding building performance in extreme environmental
conditions, constructive characteristics of the existing pavilions, and energy and comfort
performance of each building.
1. Field Work – Building of the Bioclimatic Antarctic Yurt
This paper investigates the building of a polar lodge in Antarctica. It was part of the initial
objectives for the lodge to be modular, sustainable, reusable, easy to transport, and not
energy consuming. The Mongolian Yurt, primitive yet efficient and environmentally friendly
in its continental ambiance was the main case study due to the similarities of its
characteristics with the proposed objectives for the polar lodge.
The initial intentions were to design and construct a sustainable prototype which allowed
researchers moving in land to work away continuously from permanent bases in Antarctica
with field work for up to two months (Antarctic summer time). For this a set of objectives
were set:
• Be easily assembled by two people during an Antarctic summer day without any need
of specialized training or skills for its assemblage;
• Reduced weight and dimensions to be carried by a zodiac (inflatable boat) or towed by
ski motorbikes;
• Use of ecological and biodegradable materials;
• Ensure higher level of thermal comfort compared to tents;
• Ability to withstand wind gusts up to 120Km / h;
• Ensure acoustic and thermal comfort;
• Provide physical and psychological comfort.
• Allow the storage of modules on a permanent basis or in hangars during the Antarctic
winter period;
The materials used in the construction of the Antarctic yurt were as follows: Base platform:
plywood; Lattice structure: indented wood; Indoor finishing: two layers of natural wool with
flameproof protection; Outdoor covering: waterproof biodegradable fabric;

Figure 1: Site location in Collins bay, King George Island, Antarctica.

Figure 2: Collins bay, site for the Antarctic yurt

The assembly of the yurt took around 20 hours and was done in two days. There was a
major concern in to adequate the terrain in the appropriate way, by levelling it and
reinforcing the surroundings, therefore reinforcing the surroundings, therefore consuming
more time than planned. Figures 3-15 illustrate how he 20 hours required for assembling
the Yurt were divided:

Figures 3 and 4: Transferring the yurt materials from the zodiac boat to ashore (1 hour).

Figure 5. Levelling the terrain manually, where the yurt is to be implemented (4 hours).

Figures 6 and 7: Assembling the yurt´s wooden floor base (4 hours).

Figures 8 and 9: Installation of vertical trusses and application of its upper frame (4 hours).

Figures 10 and 11: Assembly of the multiple layers of thermal insulation (2 hours).

Figures 12 and13: Waterproof biodegradable membrane on the perimeter walls and roof (2hours).

Figures 14 and 15. Anchorage in 4 points, cable placement, fastening structure around the perimeter (3hours).

Figure 16 and 17: Assemblage completion of the Yurt.

2. Data Logger Measurements
After the yurt was assembled, it was prepared to be tested. Three data loggers were
installed for registering measurements inside and outside of the yurt, on the 15th of January
of 2016, and all three research team members slept in the yurt in isolation in front of Collins
Glacier in Collins Bay. Given that the calibration, programming and activation of the 3 data
loggers were done in advance still in Portugal, we must take into account the time zones – a
four hours difference to the local time in Antarctica. The two data loggers called "inside 1"
and "inside 2" are identified with the colours blue and green respectively in the graph, and
were placed inside the yurt in opposite locations. The third data logger was denominated
"outside" and labelled with the yellow colour on the chart. This data logger was placed on
the outer face of the yurt, where to some extent it would benefit from the wind protection
and thermal influence of the yurt indirectly.
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Figure 18: Graph showing the Data loggers’ results in the yurt between the 15 and the 16 of January 2016.

The small difference in results between the two "inside" data loggers is due to their
different locations inside the Yurt. "Inside 1" was positioned further away from the team
members while the "inside 2" data logger was closer to the team members and the portable
gas heater.
The research was done during January, the summer period in Antarctica and
therefore with almost 24 hours sunshine. The first measurement was registered at 01:59
15/01/2016, corresponding to 21:59 local time, which is approximately the time at which
the sun is at very low position and is blocked by the glacier wall near the site. Therefore

from that time there is a lowering of the overall temperature in the absence of direct
sunlight. The following four measurements (22:59, 23: 59, 0:59, and 01:59 hours local time)
correspond to the completion of the assembly of the yurt’s envelope, the mounting of the
yurt camp beds in its interior, dinner preparation, and the firing a small portable gas heater
air gas (figures 19 and 20). The yurt at this stage is starting to differentiate the internal and
external temperatures and giving signs of high-energy performance with low technology.

Figures 19 and 20: images of the a portable low capacity gas heater

Seven of the following measurements (from 02:59 to 09:59 local time) correspond to
the time when the team was at rest inside, and without leaving the yurt. Therefore at 10
am local time the average temperature difference between the internal and the external
temperature was approximately 5.5 ° C, considering that the outside air temperature
obtained was 7.6 degrees Celsius. However, it must be observed that the data logger
denominated "outside" was located externally adjacent to the yurt and may have been
influenced by the temperature increase inside the yurt, given the proximity of the data
logger to the envelope. This observation is based on the fact that the average outside
temperature was around 4.5 degrees, as registered at base camp. Furthermore, following
the values of the Met station, the temperature difference between the inside and outside
could have reached values greater than 9ºC, and close to double digits. In addition to help
analyse the yurt’s thermal efficiency, we used a FLIR thermal camera to obtain point
readings of thermal performance of the interior and exterior. Images made it possible to
prove the tightness of the envelope, the efficiency of the wool insulation, and identify
thermal gaps as well as the range effectiveness of the heat source, as can be seen in Figures
21 to 23.
.

Figures 21, 22 and 23. Thermal performance of the Yurt’s interior.

Figure 24: The yurt’s interior

Data Analysis
The data collected was analysed and studied, leading to important observations. The
numerical information was confronted with the sensorial information registered by
experimenting the environmental comfort of the Antarctic yurt by sleeping there. It is
necessary to stress the value of not only physical comfort but also psychological (Brager,
1998; Canter, 1975). These psychological aspects will be further discussed in a different
opportunity and paper. From the design and measurements collected, the following
observations were reached:
• The compact, round, yurt shape enables a good thermal performance, and in
addition performs very well against the wind when it is undifferentiated and flows in
different directions throughout the day;
• The Yurt insulation made of two layers of natural wool with fireproof protection, still
ensured significant insulation from the exterior;
• The inner insulation proved to be an efficient thermal gap barrier;
• Significant temperature differences were observed with the data loggers, of up to
6°C.
• The innate acoustic characteristics of the wool used, allows users of the yurt to
perceive a level of acoustic comfort and greater sense of shelter when compared to
the usual common tents; it allows for a total detachment from external wind noises,
providing a great sense of security
• The natural incoming zenital daylight, allows for a comforting sense of place;
• The high floor-to ceiling height of the yurt provides valuable ergonomic space,
allowing the user to stand up, move freely, and perform naturally any task;
• The construction of the yurt is completely biodegradable and environmentally
friendly, fully adapted to the current requirements in Antarctica.

Conclusions
In recent years, research stations in Antarctica have depended on technology to build and
maintain safe, and comfortable spatial environments. This implicates in higher costs and
dependency on powered energy systems. High tech materials and systems also translate in
future waste potentials and consequent pollution magnets, as unfortunately already can be
seen in Antarctica. Pollution is a word, which should not echo in such a pristine place like
the white continent. On the other hand, sustainability should be the order word when
proposing any interference in Antarctica. In a lower building scale level, researchers are
dependent on shelter to collect data in different fronts and in different places of the
continent. At the moment this is mainly done by mounting tents and camps, which are
neither safe nor comfortable. With this scenario in mind the Polar Lodge project proposed
the first flexible, modular, demountable, portable, and sustainable shelter in Antarctica.
Consequently the Polar Lodge was successfully designed and built to be sustainable, selfsufficient, easy to transport and assemble. More importantly it is able to withstand freezing
summer temperatures providing comfortable (both physically and psychologically), and safe
spaces with minimum impact on the surroundings, and independent of fossil fuels or
electricity, maximizing energy efficiency through the choice of materials, form and design.
The Antarctic yurt has been used by different scientists, setting an example of low
environmental impact, ecological, and sustainable design.
Future Studies
This paper discusses the results of fieldwork in Antarctica in light of designing sustainable
and resilient buildings in harmony with an extreme climatic context and limited local
resources. Studies may progress in looking into low technology but high energy efficiency
design as means to attain a neo vernacular architecture, one which
benefits from modern materials and structures but are rooted on passive building
concepts. Future building design strategies also include the use of sun and wind power to
be a building component for the Antarctic, aiming to be self-sufficient in terms of energy
consumption, through the use of renewable energy systems, as well as an optimized
environmental performance. Finally, the intention of this paper is to contribute to the
scientific efforts that are being invested in the Antarctic within the concerns of climate
change.
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